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Turning waste into green fuel 
STEAG implements east German waste management authority’s lighthouse 
project on methanol synthesis 

Zella-Mehlis/Essen. In Zella-Mehlis in southern Thuringia, the regional “Zweckverband für Abfallwirtschaft 
Südwestthüringen” (ZASt) operates a waste recycling plant. By the end of 2023, a production plant for 
synthetic methanol will be built at that site, funded by the state of Thuringia. In a demanding two-stage, 
Europe-wide tendering process, STEAG, together with the planning and engineering company Dr. Born - 
Dr. Ermel GmbH, was awarded the contract as architect engineer to design the plant and supervise its 
construction. 

The aim of the project, for which ZASt is to invest a total of around 23 million euros at the Zella-Mehlis site, 
is to produce green, climate-friendly methanol. This is widely used as a basic material in the chemical 
industry, for example, but can also constitute a green alternative to fossil fuels and thus contribute to the 
decarbonization of the mobility sector. “It is conceivable that in the future we will operate part of our own 
fleet of refuse collection vehicles or even bus fleets in the local transport sector with the methanol 
produced here. This reduces CO2 emissions, protects the environment and shows in practical terms how 
the energy transition can be implemented in our region,” says Thomas Müller, chairman of the ZASt 
association and also district administrator of Hildburghausen county. 

Household waste becomes green fuel 
Hydrogen (H2) and carbon dioxide (CO2) are needed to turn the residual waste from around 480,000 
Thuringians into climate-friendly synthetic methanol. When the two substances react together using a 
special catalyst, they can be converted into methanol. 

“In the future, the hydrogen required will be produced directly at the Zella-Mehlis site,” says Christian 
Hensel, who is in charge of the project at STEAG. For this purpose, the Essen-based energy company is 
planning a water electrolysis plant with a capacity of 10 megawatts (MW). This will be built and operated 
using the electricity generated in the South Thuringia Residual Waste Treatment Plant (RABA), the waste 
treatment plant in Zella-Mehlis owned by ZASt. 

Up to 10,000 tons of CO2 capture per year 
The second technical component is a plant for CO2 capture from the waste gas flow of the waste 
treatment process. “In the future, up to 10,000 metric tons of CO2 will be collected year after year in this 
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way and will therefore not end up in the environment,” says Heiko Peters, managing director of Dr. Born - 
Dr. Ermel GmbH.  

Downstream from the electrolysis and CO2 separation there will be the methanol synthesis plant proper, 
which will in future produce around 5,000 to 7,000 metric tons of green fuel per year in Zella-Mehlis. 

Lighthouse Zella-Mehlis  
“The project in Zella-Mehlis is a beacon for the recycling economy and the energy transition,” says Ulrich 
Sigel, head of the STEAG Energy Solutions business unit, who is also impressed by the project. This is 
because methanol synthesis not only succeeds in significantly reducing CO2 emissions, but also makes an 
important contribution to successful energy integration by helping to decarbonize mobility. “This is an 
important contribution to the success of the energy transition as a whole.” 

In this respect, the project promises to be a real benefit for all those involved and for the region of southern 
Thuringia as a whole: “Our region is known for top-level sports thanks to Oberhof. Now being a pioneer in 
the field of methanol synthesis is also very good for our reputation as a technology region,” says Thomas 
Müller from ZASt. 

 

  



 

 

About ZASt 
The Zweckverband für Abfallwirtschaft Südwestthüringen (ZASt) was tasked by its association members to 
take on the long-term and legally compliant disposal of municipal waste and waste suitable for similar 
disposal methods which is created in the geographical area and has to be treated prior to deposition, and 
thus to ensure secure waste disposal for the over 500,000 residents and the businesses in the region of 
Southwest Thuringia. 

In March 2003, the members of the ZASt association decided to build a thermal treatment plant for 
residual waste (RABA) at a central location. The criteria for this were extensive preparatory studies on both 
the technical design and the location, and a comparison of processes within the framework of an EU-wide 
call for tenders. The RABA Südwestthüringen facility at the Zella-Mehlis site was commissioned in 2007 
after a construction period of two years. 

Dr. Born - Dr. Ermel GmbH -Engineers- 

Dr. Born - Dr. Ermel GmbH provides comprehensive services for energy and environmental technology. We 
focus on the development of technically and economically optimized solutions for our clients. The range of 
services covers the fields of energy and power plant engineering, electrical engineering, industry, civil 
engineering, infrastructure and contaminated sites/landfills. In national and international projects, the 
focus is on planning and consulting services. Starting with conceptual studies, through various stages of 
the planning procedure such as design, approval and implementation planning, participation and support 
in the awarding of contracts to suppliers and the subsequent construction management and 
commissioning, to acceptance inspection and handover of the plant, we accompany and assist our 
customers and in doing so offer a wide range of services. 

About the  
STEAG Energy Solutions business unit 

The STEAG Energy Solutions division is the specialist for complex challenges in the energy environment. 
Our passion is to find smart solutions. Our customers are industries, local authorities, utilities and 
investors. They are local, regional and international, and so we are too. In interdisciplinary teams we 
develop solutions that increase value, reduce costs and make our customers fit for a sustainable future. 
Our strength is that we can draw on a broad and deep range of products and services, from which we put 
together the right package for the customer. The spectrum of our customers and partners extends from 
refineries to pharmaceutical companies, automotive suppliers, food companies, paper mills and airports. 
Independent of particular industries, we are the preferred solution provider for municipal utilities, local 
authorities, international energy companies, industrial enterprises, developers, investors and EPC 
contractors.  
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Contact  
Daniel Mühlenfeld 
Press Spokesman 
 
Tel. +49 201 801-4262 
Fax +49 201 801-4250 
Daniel.Muehlenfeld@steag.com 
www.steag.com 

STEAG GmbH 
Rüttenscheider Strasse 1–3 
45128 Essen 
Germany  
www.steag.com 

Registered office in Essen 
Registered at Essen Local Court  
under number B 19649 

Supervisory Board 
Guntram Pehlke, Chairman 

Board of Management 
Dr. Andreas Reichel, Chairman 
Dr. Ralf Schiele 
Ralf Schmitz 
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